
Mathews continues the march to legendary status in 2006 with
the introduction of yet another awe-inspiring shooting
machine – the Switchback XT. No other compound manu-

facturing company in the history of our sport has dominated the top-
end market in the way Mathews has for many years. The mere mention
of these bows around the campfire often sparks expressions of deep
loyalty and pride. 

The XT was designed for those bowhunters who are looking for an
ultra maneuverable rig that is easily wielded in a blind or treestand.
Not only did Mathews not lose any of the 05 Switchback’s perfor-
mance when they manufactured a shorter bow but they actually
improved it. The 31” XT sports great speed and stability coupled with
a 25 ½” riser and 7 ½” brace height.

The Basics:
Riser: Mathews has taken detail to the next level in the way

that they machine their Switchback XT riser. Through a series
of grooves, slots, various size cutouts, radiused corners,
countersunk channels, chamfers and bevels the XT riser
reaches a level of complexity seldom found on a bow.
CNC machined from a single block of 6061-T6 alu-
minum the XT frame reaches it’s strong 3.9”
reflexed geometry gracefully. Of the 20+ thru-holes
machined into the riser at least 14 exist to reduce
the weight, one houses the brass stabilizer insert,
two contain harmonic dampeners and several are
formed specifically for accessories. The harmonic damp-
eners employ a double groove-lock coupling system that
secures the perimeter of the strutted rubber wheel to the riser
and the inside diameter to the suspended brass or carbide weight. 

Attached to the riser is Mathews’ one-piece in-line walnut grip. A
wood inlay situated at the rear of the grip defines the centerline of the bow.
Mathews places great emphasis on the grip as it is one of two archer-to-bow inter-
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face points. Grips play a big role in
how a bowhunter perceives his/her
shooting experience and significant-
ly influences accuracy. A grip that
channels pressure to the wrong area
of the hand or “grabs back” as some
rubber styles tend to do ultimately

leads to torque problems. To coun-
teract torque issues Mathews
ergonomically shapes their grip to
precisely and comfortably contact
the archer’s hand. The words
“Mathews Solo Cam” and
“Switchback XT” are laser engraved
onto the grip.

Cable guards are not overlooked
in the Mathews’ game plan either.
Rather than simply serve as a plat-
form for a non-mechanical cable
slide, the machined aluminum
Roller Guard utilizes two anodized
aluminum wheels affixed to the alu-
minum arm’s end. Both wheels ride
on ball bearings. This type of cable
restraining device eliminates
unneeded friction in the system and
noise common to slide models. For
2006 an additional harmonic damp-
ener was added to the Roller Guard
for a total of three.

A film dipping process is used to
apply the XT’s Realtree Hardwoods
HD Camo pattern. In this process a
piece of film with the camo pattern
printed on it is placed flat on the sur-
face of the water in a stainless steel
tank.  The film base is dissolved by
the water, which leaves only the
camo pattern lying on the water’s
surface. A cleaned and powder coat-
ed part, in this case a riser, is lowered
through the ink and into the water.
The ink pattern wraps around the
part creating a seamless and flawless
finish. The riser is then removed,
rinsed and dried before a hard pro-
tective coat is added.

Customer Connection: The best
way to sell the Mathews grip is to
have the prospective buyer draw the
XT. With the bow at full draw the grip
is more comfortable and positions
the hand well for torque free shoot-
ing.

Point out the many features
found on the XT riser such as the
brass stabilizer insert, Roller Guard
and total of seven Harmonic
Dampeners.

Sell the added power stroke and
resultant speed produced in part by
the significant reflex geometry.  

Limbs/limb pockets: Arguably
the most important interface on any
compound bow is that of the limb to
riser through a limb pocket. The cor-
rect connection ensures optimum
performance and accuracy. Mathews
understands this fact and their engi-
neers designed the patented V-Lock
limb cup system in response. Each V-
Cup is precision machined to exact-
ing tolerances from a 6061-T6 alu-
minum block. A “V”-shape
machined into the end of each limb
matches to the corresponding V-Cup
for a rock-solid bond made possible
by the inherent benefits of the “V”
profile.

Mathews uses a proprietary
material provided by Gordon
Composites, a company that has
built a tremendous reputation in the
industry for manufacturing limb
material of great strength and dura-
bility. The XT’s straight limbs mea-
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Mathews didn’t replace the Switchback
with the Switchback XT. The Switchback, a
2005 introduction, shown above, is
Mathews best-selling model to date and
helped give the company a reported 30
percent increase in sales last year.

How does it compare to the Switchback XT
on the facing page? The original is 2 inches
longer, at 33 inches, and has a 7 inch brace
height instead of the 7.5 on the XT. The
cams on the Switchback carry dual carbide
perimeter weights, while the XT has a sin-
gle. The XT has additional dampening fea-
tures: a third Harmonic damper in the
Roller Guard and a single one incorporated
in each String Suppressor. This new, short-
er model is a tad slower, 315 fps compared
to 318 fps under the IBO standards, but it
may also be quieter than the very quiet
Switchback.

Mathews introduced a third member of
the Switchback family, the Switchback LD,
at the 2006 ATA Show in Atlanta. The same
33 inches in length as the original, it has a
9 inch brace height and is rigged to fit draw
lengths out to 32 inches, compared to 30
for the Switchback and Switchback XT.



sure slightly less than 13” and when
the bow is drawn move to a beyond-
parallel position. The extreme paral-
lel limbs move in opposite directions
when the bow is shot effectively can-
celing out the energy of each limb.
Drastically reduced shock and vibra-
tion are the outcome. 

New for 2006, the string suppres-
sors attached to the end of each limb
now incorporate a harmonic damp-
ener built into its support structure.

Limbs are finished in the same
manner as the riser.

Customer Connection: The new
beyond-parallel limbs create one of

the quietest and shock free
rigs on the market. Get the XT
into your customers’ hands, let them
take a shot or two, and it will sell
itself.

Gordon’s material has a solid
reputation in the industry and is

known for its strength and durability.
Customers looking for a bow that
will last for years will be interested in
this selling point.

Customers who put a great
emphasis on accuracy will be
impressed with the attention
Mathews gives the limb to riser
interface. The super tight tolerances
of the limb pockets and inherent
characteristics of the “V”-shape sys-
tem lend themselves to increased
accuracy. The position of the limbs
in the limb pockets never changes.
Instead, the limb pockets pivot when
draw weight adjustments are made.
Again, more consistency equals
increased accuracy.

Eccentrics: Mathews outfits the
flagship model for 2006 with the new
StraightLine XT Cam and idler
wheel. Both turn on sealed bearings.
The cams on the XT are draw specif-
ic and may be chosen in lengths
from 25 to 30 inches in ½ inch incre-
ments. IBO speeds are advertised at
315 fps while the AMO rating is 238
fps. Mathews tweaked the XT cam
and found the best configuration
required only one perimeter weight
rather than the two employed on last
year’s Cobra model. Let-off options,
like draw lengths, are cam specific
and available in 65 or 80 percent. 
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Mathews is the company that
popularized bow-mounted
noise suppression systems,and
the XT has a total of  seven:
three  Harmonic Dampers in
the Roller Guard, one for each
String Suppressor and two in
the riser.



Customer Connection: Adjustability is an issue so the
XT Cam will have to be sold on the precision and perfor-
mance characteristics it provides to the individual archer. 

Speed is not an issue as the Switchback XT reaches
IBO speeds of 315 fps. Considering the super smooth
shooting experience and non-existent recoil these
speeds are even more impressive. Sell it!

Silencing and Shock reducing features: It is no
secret that Mathews has set the standard for silent
bowhunting rigs. Many factors come into play including
the beyond parallel limb position, harmonic dampeners,
Roller Guard and String Suppressors. Harmonic damp-
eners are available in aluminum, brass and carbide and
are easily changed with no tools. The hook shaped String
Suppressor catches and dampens the string upon
release, and is made of a proprietary rubber compound.
A Mathews bow doesn’t rely on any one of these compo-
nents to produce a silent shot, rather the many parts
working together as one unit is the key to success. 

Customer Connection: The silent and shock-free
shooting experience provided by the XT should be
emphasized heavily. Go over each component that
makes this possible, pointing out the many features that
come standard with their purchase.

Strings/Cables: Mathews equips the XT with the
new Zebra Barracuda bowstring, which is made with a
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The perfect slopes of the Mathews XT force draw curve testify to
Matt McPherson’s skill in designing cams and his determination
to wring every ounce of efficiency out of cam design before

releasing a model to market. In ArrowTrade’s carefully objective
testing, this bow was 2 fps faster than advertised.
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proprietary process. This process
employs their Center Serving tech-
nology and patented “ZS” Twist tech-
nology. In the “ZS” system there are
two bundles of strands, one of which
is twisted clockwise and the other
counter-clockwise. The bundles are
then counter twisted together. The
finished product eliminates string
twist when the bow is drawn, and the
Barracuda also is pre-stretched. The
XT string is made with 18 strands
and measures 87 ¾” in length while
the cable is 26 strands, 33 ½” long.

Customer Connection: Zebra
bowstrings are known for their per-
formance and the pre-stretched
Barracuda is the next step in string
evolution. Sell the reputation.

Testing:
Every bow that arrives for an

evaluation is put through a thorough
quality inspection. Every aspect

including fit, finish, mechanics,
machining and overall workmanship
are looked at closely. I was somewhat
surprised to find a series of blemish-
es in the test bow’s finish located on
a small section of the riser. The
blemishes appeared to be minute
porosity or inclusions under the film
finish. All other items appeared to be
in order. A call to Mathews con-
vinced me that this was an isolated
incident and that their processes
create a flawless finish 99.9% of the

time. To that point it should be noted
that no other Mathews bow that I
have tested over the years has been
anything other than perfect!

Set at 60 pound pull the XT was
set up with a 29 inch draw length,
string nock, and QuickTune 3000
arrow rest. All shooting was done
with a T.R.U. Ball Pro Diamond
release aid. Also, standard to the
testing set-up is a 540-grain Easton
XX78 Super Slam aluminum arrow. A
paper-tuning test was then per-
formed to ensure reliable test results. 

Three bows with similar specs to
that of the XT were used to evaluate
four subjective characteristics
including shock/vibration levels, feel
of the grip at full draw, noise level,
and smoothness of draw. The four
rigs are all considered to be top-level
bows and range in price from
$629.00 to $795.00.

When it comes to the shock and
vibration category no bow was
gauged as being better than the
Switchback XT. Mathews has built a
company around their success in
this area and will not easily give up
their title. I found the XT to be
absolutely shock and vibration free
upon release. Through technology
pioneered by Mathews the competi-
tion is getting closer in this area,
however the king of no-kick man-

Specifications for 2006 Switchback XT By Mathews

Draw weights: 40, 50, 60, or 70 pounds maximum
Draw Lengths: 25 to 30” in ½” increments – draw specific
Axle-to-axle length: 31” 
Brace Height: 7.5” 
Mass Weight: 4.25 lbs 
Let-off option: 65 or 80% - cam specific
Eccentrics: Perimeter weighted StraightLine XT Cam 
AMO speed: 238 advertised – 240 tested
IBO speed: 315 fps advertised
Available finish: Realtree Hardwoods HD camo pattern
Cable: Barracuda  – 26 strand, 33 ½” long 
String: Barracuda – 18 strand, 87 ¾” long
Grip: One-piece InLine Walnut 
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: V-Lock Limb Pocket System – CNC machined 

T6 aluminum 
Limbs: Straight, Gordon Glass – Beyond parallel configuration 
Cable Guard: Roller Guard – sealed bearings
Warranty: Lifetime to original purchaser
MSRP: $795.00

Circle 7 on Response Card



ages to stay one step ahead.
The value of Mathews In-Line

walnut grip cannot be fully appreci-
ated until at full draw. When at rest it
seems somewhat wide but at full
draw it positions your hand com-
fortably and consistently for a
torque-free shot. Of the four bows
tested I rated the XT 2nd in this cat-
egory.

The XT’s noise level was tested
by shooting each of the four bows
while two archers listened from var-
ious positions. Their backs were
turned or eyes closed to hide the
identity of the bow being shot. The
Switchback XT was rated as #1 by
one evaluator and #2 by the other.
From my position as the shooter it
was rated as #1 again. Bottom line is
that this is one incredibly quiet bow! 

A smooth draw cycle translates
into an enjoyable shooting experi-
ence. If you enjoy shooting you will
practice more often and as the say-
ing goes, “practice makes perfect”!
The XT draws exceptionally smooth
and gives the impression you are
pulling much less weight than what
the scales read. Look at the XT
force-draw curve included in this
report to see why Mathews is so suc-
cessful at creating smooth drawing
machines!

Speed was measured using an
Oehler Research Inc. M35
Chronograph. Through ten shots
fired into my Block Target, the aver-
age reading taken with a 540-grain
arrow was 240 fps. This represents 2
fps faster than that advertised by
Mathews! For a second speed refer-
ence the XT was re-tuned with a
350-grain arrow and fired through
the chronograph. The recorded
average speed came in at 293 fps. All
numbers were confirmed with a
ProChrono chronograph. The draw
length was set to exactly 30” by
AMO standards for all tests.

Mathews has again put together
one of the most impressive shooting
machines on the planet. The
Switchback XT is a true pleasure to
shoot and will keep you coming
back for more. I would not be con-
cerned with the finish blemishes
found on the test bow, as they are
most likely isolated. Just give them a

quick check when they come into
your shop and report any findings
to Mathews who will immediately
take care of any problems. The
speed of the XT is attention grab-
bing and even more so when you
consider that you will hardly notice
when the arrow is launched!

It is important to get the
Switchback XT into your customer’s
hands for a quick test drive. Anyone
who has experienced the XT will be
hard pressed to pass it up – it truly
sells itself!

Test Bow Technical Info:
(540-grain arrow/ 60 lb peak 
draw weight)

Stored Energy: 77.93 foot-
pounds
(When you draw the bow you

supply power/energy into the limbs.
The amount of energy that the
limbs can hold is known as the
stored energy.)

Efficiency Rating: 88.70%
(This is the amount of the

stored energy (in %) that can be suc-
cessfully transferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow
design, including limbs, limb pock-
ets, cam systems, and axle types
play into the bow’s efficiency. For
comparison purposes, the CSS
Encore tested for the November
issue had a 81.7% rating, while the
BowTech Tribute tested 86.3% with
one module, 85.6% with another.)

Kinetic Energy: 69.08 foot-
pounds 
(This is the energy that actually

goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all
of the bow system friction is
accounted for.) 

SE/PF Ratio: 1.298
This is the ratio of stored energy

to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply. P.O. Box 104771

Jefferson City, MO  65110
For more products and info visit:

www.mpsiarchery.com
573-635-4946
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